A sight to be heard. Multi-sensory rider alerts for your transit vehicles.

Engage passengers with seamlessly integrated automatic audio and visual announcement systems that add a meaningful component to your on-board transit experience. Powered by SPOT’s® intuitive messaging module, transit managers can quickly generate custom and canned announcements that accurately and reliably communicate critical stop and service message to riders.

Keep passengers in the loop with:

- Next stop announcements via speakers and displays through a single, easy-to-use interface
- Announcements that automatically trigger by GPS location or defined events, like doors opens or vehicle stops
- Driver-initiated ad-hoc announcements through our Mobile Data Terminal
- Custom geographic dialects and multiple language solutions through custom recorded audio
- Rich, full-color video capable LCD displays provide flexibility to present essential information and on-screen entertainment

Climb on board with the value leader in complete transit systems.

Call (719) 453-0250 or visit www.etatransit.com for more information.